Wyoming Wind to California

An example of Wyoming’s efforts relative to Clean Energy Development for the benefit of rate payers in California and the Western Grid

Rocky Mountain Clean Energy Summit—January 9, 2013—Denver, CO
Wyoming Infrastructure Authority (WIA)

- Created in 2004 by the Wyoming Legislature as an instrumentality with a five (5) member, Governor appointed Board of Directors

- Mission: diversify and expand the state’s economy through improvements in the transmission grid
Wyoming Infrastructure Authority—
Studies in 2012

• Roadmap for permitting transmission in Wyoming—completed

• Roadmap for permitting wind development in Wyoming—completed

• Series of four (4) Geographic diversity Studies relative to California; Colorado; Nebraska; and intrastate Wyoming—CA Study will be released on Jan 17, 2013

• Economic Benefits & Job Creation Study for the Wyoming-Colorado Intertie Project—to be released in February, 2013

All studies were partially funded by a DOE Grant and are/or to be available on request or by visiting the WIA website at www.wyia.org
University of Wyoming’s Geographic Diversity of Wyoming Wind Compared to California Wind
First in a series of four (4) Studies
Commissioned by the WIA

“The analysis shows that the more coordinated our western grid becomes, the easier it will be to increase the amount of renewable energy available to us while lowering energy costs for all utility customers,” said Carl Zichella, Director of Western Transmission at NRDC. “Wyoming has some of the highest capacity wind on the continent. By integrating Wyoming wind energy, California can meet its renewable standard goals and reduce the amount of reserve energy utilities need to manage the variability of renewable energy.”

The Study is based on one year of Atmospheric Data for both California and Wyoming –to be released on Jan 17, 2013

The WIA Board of Directors has authorized a Phase II WY/CA Study that will be based on actual minute-by-minute, multi-year data from both states—initiated in Jan, 2013
Wyoming Wind to California

...not just any wind

It’s Diverse plus More!

It blows during the day and correlates well with demand on the CAISO System!—plus

It mitigates the need for dispatchable resources when the sun in California goes down and CAISO demand remains high!—plus

It smooths the variability of renewables on the CAISO System all day long!—plus

Given its high capacity factor, it is cost effective!—plus

The HVDC Transmission Infrastructure from Wyoming to California improves the reliability of the Western Grid!

...all to the benefit of the California Rate Payer

...and to operations on the CAISO System
Wyoming’s Value Added Wind Diversity in Wind Production

Fall Wind Profile
November 12-16, 2012
7,000 MW + of CA wind
3,000 MW of WY wind

Summer Wind Profile
On August 9, 2012
7,000 MW + of CA wind
3,000 MW of WY wind

RSW is WY wind near Rawlins, WY
Wyoming’s Value Added Wind

The smoothing effect with WY wind

Fall Wind Profile
November 12-16, 2012
CA wind & solar combined with
3,000 MW of WY wind

Summer Wind Profile
On August 9, 2012
CA wind & solar combined with
3,000 MW of WY wind
5x current solar will require either large amounts of fossil fuel generation or diverse wind to address the gap between supply and load when the sun goes down.

7,000 + Ca wind with 3,000 MW of WY wind

RSW is WY wind near Rawlins, WY
The integration of Wyoming Wind could save California $XX per year.

The cost per MW of Wyoming Wind compared with Ramp up power stations is X to Y.

The cost of wind is stable compared to the volatile cost of natural gas.

According to a Univ of WY Study to be released in Jan 2013:

- CA Only
- CA/WY Combined

When combining 3,000 MW each of CA wind and WY wind, the savings is approximately $100 million per yr vs. 6,000 MW of CA wind w/o WY wind holding each at a level of 25% of nameplate capacity with gas-fired generation valued at $50/MWh—hours from 10pm to 6am is disregarded.
Carbon Emissions

- California operates both quick ramp up natural gas facilities and older inefficient thermal natural gas plants to accommodate daily variations in renewable energy generation.
- Supplementing California's renewables with Wyoming wind reduces some of the need for these units and their resulting GHG emissions.

According to a Univ of WY Geographic Diversity Study, 3,000 MW of Wyoming wind can reduce the need for 1,800,000 MWh of the electricity produced with natural gas annually which equates to approx. 800,000 tons of GHG emissions each year.

1.8 million MWh is the equivalent of a 500 MW gas-fired generation unit operating at a 40% load factor.
WIA’s California Outreach Initiative

Since, May, 2012, meetings have been held with forty-one (41) people to-date from the following entities in California:

- Governor Brown’s Office
- California PUC
- California Energy Commission (CEC)
- California Independent System Operator (CAISO)
- California Air Resources Board (CARB)
- California Senate Energy Committee
- California Assembly Energy Committee
- Southern California Edison
- Northern California Power Agency (NCPA)
- National Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
- Stanford University
- University of California, Davis
- University of California, Berkeley
In 2012, organized labor at both the national and regional (California) levels has voiced strong support for the 3,000 MW TransWest Express Transmission Project that would deliver cost-effective, diverse wind energy to California. This support has included letters to Governor Jerry Brown, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar and Energy Secretary Chu by:

- The International Brotherhood of Electric Workers (IBEW);
- The California Conference of Carpenters;
- The National Construction Alliance;
- The International Union of Operating Engineers; and
- The American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.
TransWest Express Transmission Project

Record of Decision (ROD) expected in 2014
Annual Cost Estimates for Delivering Approximately 3,000 MW of Renewable Energy to California by 2019

Source: WECC DRAFT 10-Year Regional Transmission Plan Summary, August 2011

For only 13% of CA’s RPS

$600 M in savings EVERY YEAR
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Summary of Benefits to California Rate Payers

• WECC Study reflects savings to rate payers of $600 million/yr;
• The Univ of WY Study reflects an additional $100 million /yr;
• Less standby generation required on the CAISO System
• Less GHG emissions annually
• Ability to provide dispatchable, Ancillary Services to address the variability of wind and solar on the CAISO System and the issues in California with Once-Through-Cooling; whether San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) will ever go back on line; and the ability to acquire air permits
• The HVDC Transmission Infrastructure from Wyoming to California improves the reliability of the Western Grid!

Importing cost-effective energy from other states is an everyday occurrence for California with Wyoming supplying over one-third of California’s needs for natural gas; and the large amount of hydroelectric-power from Nevada and the Pacific Northwest.
Transmission Projects Under Development in Wyoming

Routes are subject to change

Projects:
- Energy Gateway (West & South)
- TransWest Express
- Zephyr
- Wyoming-Colorado Intertie
- High Plains Express
Winter Board Meeting—Jackson, WY
Feb 11-12, 2013

Invitation to attend the WIA’s Winter Meeting with the following topics:

- **Keynote Address:** Neil Kornze, acting Director, Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
- **Transmission update from PacifiCorp; TransWest Express; DATC; and LS Power**
- **Univ of WY’s Geographic Diversity Study**
- **Benefits of resource diversity on the MISO System**
- **Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) Value to Markets in the Western and Eastern Interconnects**
- **CO2 Capture and Sequestration from Research to Operational Success by the Southern Company**
- **Plus a number of other topics**

Contact [Holly.Martinez@wyo.gov](mailto:Holly.Martinez@wyo.gov) for more information
Questions?

Loyd Drain
Executive Director,
Wyoming Infrastructure Authority

Loyd.Drain@wyo.gov
307.635.3573